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QUESTION 1

You want to create a new minor version of an application ruleset to add a new feature to your application. The new
feature will be made available to users in a phased rollout. How do you update the application to add the new ruleset
version? 

A. Lock and roll the existing ruleset, and update the existing application version. 

B. Lock and roll the existing ruleset, and create a new application version. 

C. Create a new application version and add the new ruleset version as a production ruleset. 

D. Create a branch ruleset and a new application, and add the branch ruleset to the application. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/how-use-lock-and-roll-feature-managing-ruleset-
versions 

 

QUESTION 2

Which feature would you use to implement the System of Record (SoR) pattern? 

A. The copy data from a data page option on a property 

B. No specific feature -- just use a data page directly in the application 

C. The Property-Ref activity method 

D. The refer to a data page option on a property 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are tasked with configuring the Get Next Work functionality for an application. The requirement states that the
workbaskets a user is associated with must be checked first, and all eligible assignments must be consolidated into a
single list before being filtered and sorted. 

Which two of the following options do you select on an Operator ID record to configure the Get Next Work functionality
to meet this requirement? (Choose Two) 

A. Merge workbaskets 

B. Get from workbaskets first 

C. Operator is available to receive work 

D. This is an unattended operator 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 4

Select two reasons for organizing delegated rules in a separate, unlocked ruleset. (Choose Two) 

A. A separate, unlocked ruleset is necessary because changes cannot be made to rules in a locked ruleset. 

B. A separate, unlocked ruleset allows you to organize the business users responsible for managing the delegated
rules. 

C. A separate, unlocked ruleset allows for versioning control of the individual delegated rules in case you want to roll
back changes. 

D. A separate ruleset can help prevent accidental or unauthorized changes to critical elements of the application. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

You have designed a decision tree that you want to unit test. You want to verify that every row can be evaluated
regardless of the input values. 

How would you test your decision tree? 

A. Add the decision tree to a decision shape and create cases using various test values. 

B. Check the decision tree for conflicts. 

C. Check the decision tree for completeness. 

D. Use a test page to run the decision tree. 

Correct Answer: B 
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